Kindergarten Term 3 News

What a busy term it has been for all our Kindergarten children. The term began with a wonderful ‘100 Days at School’ party. The day began with a hat making activity. Colourful hats were soon created and decorated with a 100 badge. Next the children made a poster showing the things that they have learnt in their 100 days at school. Another highlight of the day was the cake, or should I say the 100 cakes. 95 very enthusiastic blowers made a circle and blew as hard as they could. A little present was handed out and a very memorable day came to an end.

The kindergarten excursion this term was to Muogamarra Nature Reserve for a Teddy Bear’s Picnic. After a scary bus trip down a steep and narrow road we arrived at a beautiful place to explore the bush. KW and KB had a beautifully sunny day for their picnic, KH, KJ and KS were not so lucky. When the teddy bears were ready for lunch the rain came down and we had wet bears and soggy picnic rugs. KW and KB bears had a dry and sunny picnic. The important lesson that all the children learnt, wet and dry varieties, was that living things require PAWS. Plants for food, Air to breathe, Water to drink and Shelter.

Last week the children were very excited when their grandparents or special friends visited the school. In the hall the children sang some of their favourite bear songs and then performed the dance that they have learnt this term. All term the Moving Bodies staff worked hard to teach our youngest students a lovely dance. All visitors were delighted to see the children dance so happily and almost all in time! Following the hall performance classroom visits were enjoyed and then scones and a cup of tea finished off a wonderful morning.

As well as these highlights, classroom programs have continued to provide the children with a variety of motivating and exciting activities. The children have worked so hard all term that they are well and truly ready for a holiday.
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